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888STARZ - The first professional fully licensed 


I-gaming platform with DeFi and profit sharing reward model. 


The ecosystem is fueled by 888tokens that represents the crypto shares 

of the project.



888STARZ rewards it's active users with 888tokens 


and shares 65% of it's revenue in USDT on a daily basis.

The token distribution, profit sharing reward model and DeFi 

functionality runs on smart contracts built on the Tron blockchain.

This unique token reward model drastically increases user


Life Time Value or LTV.

888token main features:

Reward mining
Staking with APY


up to 30%

Exchange commissions 
with over  APY10%

Yield farming with up to 
 APY200%

Official gaming & payment 
currency accepted by 150+ 

game providers and affiliate

partners

In 888STARZ case, the money otherwise spent on online 


promotion & marketing now benefits all token holders. The goal of 888 

token is to make sure gamers and crypto investors get daily benefits. 

We offer 888 token holders an endless form of passive income. 

888tron is designed to bring wealth to the community.



At 888SSTARZ, the players always win! Even if the player has lost his wager, he gets back


a part of his funds in the form of tokens. Thans to this process of obtaining tokens 


for wagering, the player automatically becomes a shareholder of the platform. Even in the 

event of a loss, the player does not leave disappointed, but remains loyal to our gaming site, 

because the tokens bring him constant passive income. This means that with time, he can 

return the losses and come out with a profit in the end. The player is also motivated to share 

info about the platform to other players and on social media, because this allows him to 

speed up the return on his investment.

Traditional companies spend huge marketing budgets on attracting & retaining players. 


This money is spent on ad platforms, sports stars, bloggers and other third parties while 


the players get nothing.

How does it work?



HOW MUCH MONEY 
CAN YOU MAKE 
AND HOW? 

01

Just PLAY your favorite casino games & wager on sports.

Get REWARDS for each bet you make on the platform

in the form of crypto-shares (888Tron token), regardless 

if you won or lost.

02

Automatically participate in the platform's PROFIT 

sharing every 24 hours.

03

PAYOUTS in USDT. No need to wager. Funds are 
available for withdrawal at any time. High yield of 

~ 20-30% APY!

04

We offer the players a simple and transparent 
system to earn money:

The tokens are automatically awarded to all the players for every bet 

made on , no matter if the bet was won or lost. 


This process of obtaining tokens through betting is called MINING.

888starz.bet

The mining of tokens is controlled by blockchain based SMART 

CONTRACTS. The smar tcontract code is open and has been verified 

by the community.

The smart contract algorithm is coded so that no more than 100 

million tokens can be mined at all times. At this moment, around 29 

million tokens have been mined. The token is mined by the players in a 

65/35 proportion. So for each token mined by the player, only 0.35 

goes back to the team. Team tokens cannot be withdrawn from the 

smart contract until all tokens are mined.

http://888starz.bet


The mining difficulty increases as more tokens are mined. Currently,


in order to mine one 888Tron token, the player must place bets 

totaling 94 USD. The token is credited to the player's account 

automatically and in real time.

When the 888Tron token enters the player's account, it automatically 

gets frozen on the smart contract. This process is known as STAKING. 

Each day the staked tokens receive a portion of the platform's revenue 

(distribution of dividends). The platform's Net Gaming Revenue is 

calculated automatically by a smart contract based on the platform's 

GGR and is distributed every 24 hours at 12PM UTC in USDT TRC-20 

cryptocurrency, proportionally to all staked tokens at the moment of 

distribution. The reward is available for withdrawal at any time without 

the need to wager. The amount of the distributed revenue, reward 

payments areall recorded and stored on the Tron blockchain.

The current yield per 888Tron token in USDT is about  per 

year (APY). Since the launch of this reward model, more than 550 

million TRX have been distributed among thetoken holders or the 

equivalent of $ 52,65 million USD at the current exchange rate.

20-30%



The players can withdraw their tokens at any time to their crypto 

wallet and sell them on a crypto exchange, for example 


 or on the decentralized DEFI exchange from 


the Tron Foundation: 

m.poloniex.org

justswap.io

The liquidity pool of the 888Tron token is more than , 

and it is constantly growing.


A player can also buy more tokens and top up the current balance of 

their tokens on 888starz.bet. By doing so the player increases the 

number of tokens staked in order toreceive a larger dividend payout.

$ 5.7 million USD

The owners of the 888Tron token have access to the following 

Decentralized Finance (DeFi) features:

  COMMISSIONS - Automatically receive 0.3% commission from 

each crypto exchange operation. This feature gives an average 

profit of  in USDT. The profit depends on the amount of 

funds deposited by the token holder into the liquidity pool, as well 

as the token trading volume. 

10% APY

https://m.poloniex.org/#/marketItem/40
https://justswap.io/? tokenAddress=TLvDJcvKJDi3QuHgFbJC6SeTj3UacmtQU3&type=swap#/scan/detail/trx/TLv DJcvKJDi3QuHgFbJC6SeTj3UacmtQU3


Users need to deposit both 888Tron tokens and TRX tokens into the 

JustSwap liquidity pool: In return, the users receive the 888/TRX LP 

(Liquidity Pool) token, which they can stake back on the 888starz.bet 

platform and continue to receive dividends as usual.

888Tron token is now available as a Gaming Currency (payment 

method). This implies that our 150+ gaming providers and affiliate 

partners will NOW ACCEPT 888tron token as a legit cryptocurrency & 

payment method. This is a huge recognition from the industry. 


It shows us that our blockchain based profit sharing reward model 

with DeFi is the future of I-gaming. 888team is the first to pull off this 

great feat in a fully professional & licensed environment. A big share of 

the 350 billion dollar industry is ready for the taking.

 FARMING - The 888Tron token holders receive an additional 

reward from 888starz.bet in the form of 888Tron tokens for 

replenishing the liquidity pool. Currently, the reward is  

for each token brought to the liquidity pool. 

200% APY



ABOUT 

888TRON TOKEN

888Tron token is a crypto token coded in TRC-20 format:


Token Name: 888tron


Token address: TLvDJcvKJDi3QuHgFbJC6SeTj3UacmtQU3


Token Type: TRON TRC-20

888Tron token is supported by all crypto wallets that support the Tron 

blockchain:


 Tronlink


 Huobi wallet


 Klever


 Imtoken


 Token Pocket Pro


 Bitguild


 and many more…

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

888Tron token is tracked by all major info crypto aggregators such as:


coinmarketcap


coingecko


coinbase


crypto.com

https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/888tron/
https://www.coingecko.com/en/coins/888tron
https://www.coinbase.com/ru/price/888tron
http://www.crypto.com/888tron


WHY DO PLAYERS 
TRUST US?
We have created a transparent and fair system that will revolutionize 

the traditional online gambling industry. There are several important 

reasons why our players have faith in us:

You can start making money with us right now! Start playing and see 

for yourself how our system allows you to generate a great passive 

income.

888starz is incorporated, has its own development history, offices, employees, 

licenses, contracts with suppliers of technological solutions and certified 

gamingcontent. The platform is already fully operational and licensed in accordance 

with international laws.

The paid remuneration (profit) is based on real economic processes and is generated 

by a highly profitable business in the online industry.

The 888tron token is initially issued to players as a reward.

Tokens and the received reward are controlled only by the wallet of its holder. Token 

holders receive income every 24 hours and can withdraw at any time without the need 

for wagering.

The 888tron token is highly liquid. It has its own market value and is traded on various 

crypto-exchanges. The token is the property of its holder.

The transparency of all economic processes is ensured by verified smart contracts 

built on the TRON blockchain.



MAIN FEATURES & 
ADVANTAGES OF 
888STARZ.BET 

Support of the 888tron tokens, the 888/TRX LP liquidity tokens, 

as well as the DEFI functions: Staking, Farming, Exchange 
commissions with a total profitability of more than 230% APY

Reward Payments to token holders every 24 hours in USDT 

Mobile Apps for iOS and Android

Professional Sportsbook

Virtual sports betting

Live casino

Poker rooms

Cryptocurrency wallet/browser support

Bingo and Lotteries

Over 3500 slot games from world famous gaming providers 

Support of 30 cryptocurrencies as payment methods

We work with traditional fiat payment methods: VISA, 
MASTERCARD & popular e-wallets

Supports over 50 languages

24/7 customer support service

Affiliate programs / Partnerships for attracting and accounting 
internet traffic

CRM system. 



OUR 
ACHIEVEMENTS 

According to , a website directory of decentralized 

applications, our project was recognized as one of the fastest growing 

and most successful Tron blockchain startups in 2019. 

Dappradar.com

In 2020 our project was rated into the TOP 30 DAPPs of the world 

according to . Dapp.com

In 2021  rated 888STARZ as one of the biggest rising 

Crypto Projects. 

GenX Analytics™

https://dappradar.com/tron/gambling/888starz-bet
https://www.dapp.com/app/888TRON
https://twitter.com/AnalyticsGenx/status/1426609435254960128?s=20


THE HISTORY OF 
CREATION
Late 2018 the Tron Foundation reached out to our team to take part in 

their global Tron Accelerator Program. They requested us to develop a 

Decentralized Application or Dapp using the Tron blockchain 

technology. The Tron blockchain is a TOP30 cryptocurrency in terms 

of capitalization (based on ).CoinMarketCap data

This is how the project  saw the light of day and became 

the winner in the competition and got a prize for it further 

development. Our project is based on the idea of creating a 

transparent mechanism for rewarding, motivating and retaining 

customers on a I-gaming platform. We simply called this great set of 

features: “Reward Model”. 

888tron.com

Our users liked the reward model for perfect bets so much that 

already 2 months after the launch in February-March 2019, more than 

40% of all Tron blockchain transactions fell on the 888Tron.com 

project. 

To scale the business and further grow, the 888Tron.com team 

acquired a professional gaming platform  in 2020 

and received a gambling license from Curacao. A user reward system 

through 888 tokens has been integrated into this platform. 

https://888starz.bet

Then we got the functionality of decentralized finances that is gaining 

immense popularity among crypto users: Mining, Staking, DEFI with 

commissions for exchange operations, Farming with a total yield of 

more than  in USDT cryptocurrency. 240% APY

For 3 years of the project's existence, more than 550 million TPX were 

paid to users, which at the current exchange rate is an amount equal 

to $34.65 million US dollars. The average return on the 888 token was 

30% per annum in US dollars. These numbers can be checked by 

transactions (payments) made from the project's smart contract to 

users' wallets: tronscan.org

https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/tron/
https://888tron.com
https://888starz.bet
https://tronscan.org/#/contract/TGtGhthzyLBYPUKDysXX1YSgRKPYVTQuMe/code


ROADMAP

AND FURTHER 
DEVELOPMENT 

start of the  collaboration 
with the Tron Foundation

Q3 2018

launch of the Dapp 
888tron.com

December 2018

winner in the Tron 
Foundation International 

Accelerator Program

January 2019

we set a new record! More than 
40% of all Tron blockchain 
transactions came from 

888tron.com

March 2019

888Tron token is listed on 
Justswap.io

August 2020

launch of dedicated mobile 
application for iOS & Android

Q4 2021

Gaming content added to 
888tron.com

Q2 - Q4 2019

launch of the reward model 

on 888starz

January 15, 2021

integration of 888 token to direct 
on-line banking for VISA & 

MasterCard purchases

Q1 – 2022

development of the 888starz.bet 
platform

Q1 2020

launch of the support for the 888 / 
TRX LP liquidity token, profitable 

farming on 888starz 

August 1, 2021

 integration of the 888tron token 
into the new blockchains

Q3 - Q4 2022

 Incorporation of 888starz.  
Obtained Curacao gambling license

Q2 - Q3 2020

according to GenX Analytics ™, 
888starz was included in the list of 
the fastest growing crypto projects 

of the year

August 2021

added new features to 888starz: 
connection of fiat payment 

methods, add more game providers, 
integration of the reward model, …

Q3 - Q4 2020

the 888/TRX liquidity pool 
exceeded 5.7 million USD

September 1, 2021

our project entered the TOP-30 
DAPPs in the world according to the 

Dapp.com

July 2020

888Tron token integration as 
gaming currency on 888starz.bet

November 21, 2021

You are always a winner at 888STARZ! 

The main advantage of our DeFi bookmaker is that you always win! After all, the 888tron 

tokens are a very valuable liquid asset that can bring its shareholders a constant income in 

crypto currency.

If you can’t beat the house, own it! With 888STARZ.bet every bet is a safe investment 


in your future financial success.
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